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'A program for the Calculation of the Correlated Colour Temperature.

Application for Characterising Colour Changes in Glasses"

García Rosillo, F.; Balenzategui, J.L.
37 pp. 10 fig. 5refs.

Abstract:

The purpose of this work is to present a program for the calculation of the Correlated Colour Tempera-
ture (CCT) of any source of radiation. The methodology of calculating the colour coordinates and the
corresponding CCT valué of any light source is briefly reviewed. Sample program codes, including one
to obtain the colour coordiantes of blackbody radiators at different temperatures, have been also Usted.
This will allow to engineers and researchers to calcúlate and to obtain adequate solutions for their own
illuminance problems.

As an application example, the change in CCT valúes and colour coordinates of a reference spectrum
whenpassing through semitransparent solar photovoltaic modules designed for building integration ap-
plications has been studied. This is used to evalúate the influence on the visual comfort of the building
inner rooms. Several samples of different glass models used as covers in photovoltaic modules have
been tested. Results show that all the samples tested do not modify substantially the initial characteristics
of the sunlight, as otherwise expected.

"Programa para el Calculo de la Temperatura de Color Correlacionada.
Aplicación a la Caracterización de Cambios de Color en Superficies Cristalinas."

García Rosillo, F.; Balenzategui, J.L.
37 pp. 10 fig. 5refs.

Resumen:

El objetivo de este trabajo es presentar un programa para el cálculo de la Temperatura de Color
Correlacionada (CCT) de una fuente luminosa. Se revisa brevemente la metodología para el cálculo de
las coordenadas de color y el valor de CCT correspondiente para cualquier fuente de luz. Se incluye
además el código ñiente de varios programas, uno de ellos para obtener las coordenadas de color de un
cuerpo negro a distitnas temperaturas. Esto permitirá a investigadores o ingenieros calcular y obtener
soluciones adecuadas para sus propios problemas de iluminación.
Como ejemplo de aplicación, se estudia el cambio en los valores de CCT y las coordenadas de color de
un espectro de referencia cuando pasa a través de módulos foto voltaicos semitransparentes diseñados
para aplicaciones de integración en edificios. Esta técnica se ha utilizado para evaluar la influencia en el
confort visual de las salas interiores del edificio. Se han caracterizado para ello varias muestras de
diferentes modelos de vidrio utilizados como cubiertas en módulos fotovoltaicos. Los resultados obte-
nidos muestran que todas las muestras analizadas no modifican substancialmente las características
iniciales de la luz solar, hecho por otra parte esperado.
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A program for the calculation of the Correlated Colour Temperature

X. Introduction

It is well known the importance of the blackbody in many fields of the science and
technology, overall in all issues related to photometry and radiometry. For example, the
analysis of the blackbody properties is of particular interest in daylighting, due to the
fact that the Sun can be easily assumed as a blackbody radiation source operating at a
temperature of about 5780 K.

The main physical parameter defining the radiation properties of a blackbody is its
temperature, T. With this valué we can derive the rest of its physical properties. The
spectral exitance M(A,T) of a blackbody, defined as the radiant flux per unit área and per
unit wavelength interval, for a given temperature, is calculated with the Planck law of
radiation:

iKhc
>hc¡AkT

where A is the wavelength, T is the blackbody temperature, h is the Planck's constant, c
is the speed of light and k is the Boltzman's constant. Figure 1 shows the spectral
exitance of a blackbody at different temperatures.

The colour with which radiation emitted by a blackbody is visually perceived varies as
the temperature is changed. As it will be seen later, in the field of colour science, each
blackbody temperature can be associated to a pair of colour coordinates and be
represented in a chromaticity diagram (see Figure 2). Then, we talk about colour
temperature as the temperature at which the colour of certain radiator appears to be the
same as that of a blackbody. When a source of radiation is not very similar to that
emitted for a black body (due to a different spectral distribution, leading to colour
coordinates different from that of a blackbody), we can associate to this source of
radiation the so-called Correlated Colour Temperature (CCT). That CCT corresponds to
the temperature of a black body which colour is closest to the colour of the source of
radiation in the chromaticity diagram. Figure 2 shows the colour coordinates of the
blackbody radiator at different temperatures. The concept of CCT is widely used for
characterising different (natural or artificial) sources of light in photometry.

The CCT concept corresponds to the intuitive perception that different light sources
produce different visual impressions: a fluorescent lamp gives a feeling of cold ambient
while a tungsten or an halogen lamp could give a hotter feeling. For the same reason,
rooms painted in light yellow, orange or ochre colours (hot colours) are more welcoming,
relaxing and comfortable. The CCT is simply a standardised valué that assigns certain
temperature valué to this visual perception.
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Figure 1. Spectral exitance ofa black-body at
different temperatures, calculated by means ofthe

Planck's law (1).
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Figure 2. Chromaticity diagram (CIE1960 system)
showing the colour coordinates for a black-body

radiator at different temperatures.

This paper presents the methodology to calcúlate the CCT of any source of light,
allowing to researchers and engineers to carry out their own calculations for photometric
applications. Some example programs written in BASIC are also included making easy
for them to use the ideas here explained. As an example of application of the CCT
methodology, the basic problem of obtaining the CCT valué of a source of light is then
refined to adapt to more complex systems. The calculation of the effective shift in the
CCT valúes when the sunlight pass through window glasses is explained and developed.
This approach has been followed to evalúate the influence in the daylighting of inner
rooms when semitransparent photovoltaic (PV) modules are used as building covers (for
example, as facade, window or skylight elements).

First section describes briefly some basic concepts on the colour science, the different
chromaticity systems and the CCT. Chapter 3 includes the description of the programs
and the method of calculation of the colour co-ordinates and the CCT valúes, including
the possibility of adding the spectral transmittance valúes of an intermedíate médium.
Results of the calculations on semitransparent PV modules and the conclusions obtained
are next presented.
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2. Concise Theory of the CCT

The fixst mathematical representation of colours generally accepted is the CIÉ 1931

colour system (CIÉ, Commission Internationale de I' Eclairagé). This system consist on

tree primary colour stimuli designated for (X), (Y) and (Z) that can reproduce nearly any

colour by mrxing different quantities of each of these primary colours. The mathematical

representation of the primary colours is given by the colour-matching functions, x(X),

y{X) and z(A), which have defined valúes in each colorimetric system based on the

physiologic ability to perceive colours by the human eye (see Figure 3).

350 450 550 650
Wavelength (nm)

750

Figure 3. CIÉ 1931 colour matchingfunctions.

From these matching functions, the colour co-ordinates for any source of light having

a spectral distribution S{X) as function of the wavelength are defined as follows:

(2)

z = k\z(X)S(X)dX

being k a normalization factor given by:

_1_
k

¡y(Á)S(Á)dÁ + L (3)
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It must be observed that, due to the valué of k, we have x + y + z = 1, and for describing
any colour only two co-ordinates (commonly x and y) are needed.

Related to the progress of the colour science, other colorimetric systems different from
that of CIÉ 1931 have been later developed and used. These new systems were developed
in order to solve different problems as the necessity of developing systems applicable to
large field viewing or the non-uniformity of some systems, which means that same steps
in x or y do not represent proportional changes in colour.

One of these systems, developed later than CIÉ 1931, is CIÉ 1960. This system is
obsolete except for the fact that is the colorimetric system used for finding the CCT. CIÉ
1960 co-ordinates u and v are defined as function of CIÉ 1931 x and y coordinates by the
next relationships:

4x ,,,
U (4)

V= (5)
-2x + l2y + 3

By finding the colour co-ordinates of a certain source of light in the CIÉ 1960 system,
it is possible to find its CCT. We can define the black body spectral locus as the track
followed for the black body in the chromaticity diagram when its temperature change, as
showed in Figure 2. The way to obtain the valué of CCT for a given colour co-ordinate
pair is by assigning it to that of the blackbody co-ordinate closest to it. In this form, all
the co-ordinates of the colours with a certain valué of the CCT are those situated on a
line normal to the spectral locus of the black body. In other words, the CCT of that light
source is the temperature of the black body coincident with the perpendicular line in the
spectral locus of the CIÉ 1960 colour co-ordinates system. Figure 4 shows the CIÉ 1960
chromaticity diagram, with the black body spectral locus and several iso-temperature
lines perpendicular to the black body spectral locus. For example, all the colours whose
colour co-ordinates in Figure 4 are in the line of 5000 K will be assigned to this valué of
the CCT. The concept of CCT loss its meaning when the colour coordinates of the source
move away from the spectral locus.

It must be taken into account that in other colorimetric systems the spectral locus of
the black body have different perpendicular lines, and the calculation in a system
different from CIÉ 1960 will produce erroneous valúes of the CCT.
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3. Program Description and Method of Calculation

Three programs have been developed for the purposes of this study. Their source code
can be found in the annexes of this document. Main program, 'CCTLIGHT', allows
calculating the colour co-ordinates and the CCT of any source of light. Second one,
'CCTTRANS', includes the possibility of placing an intermedíate médium between the light
source and the solution plañe. Third one, 'CCTBLACK5, is a utility for obtaining the CCT
valúes of a blackbody, giving as result the Plancktian locus showed in several graphs in
this document.

These program were written in QUICK BASIC. We have used BASIC due to the
simplicity of the calculation involved and the wide knowledge and use of this language
world-wide.

These programs need some additional files as input for the calculations. All of them
requires a file containing the valúes of the CIÉ 1931 colour matching functions, that can
be found in CIÉ publications and databases.

With these colour-matching valúes, the main algorithm used in all the programs finds
the colour co-ordinates for a blackbody in the CIÉ 1931 system from its spectral
distribution at a given temperature Tbased on the Planck's law (1). For example, the x
colour co-ordinate of the blackbody at Twill be:

TT¿TM*VC)dX (6)

Then, the CIÉ 1960 co-ordiantes of the blackbody, ub(T) and vb(T), are calculated from
(4) and (5). Taking into account the definition of CCT given in the preceding paragraphs,
the chromaticity co-ordinates of the light source wül be closer to the black body of their
CCT. So, if us and vs are the colour co-ordinates of the light problem initially calculated
and ub(T) and vb(T) are the colour co-ordinates of the black body at a temperature T, the
CCT will be given for the minimum valué of

D = J(us - ub(T))2 - (vs - vb(T))2 (7)

where D is the distance from the light problem colour co-ordinates to the black body
colour co-ordinates at temperature T.

The calculation of ub(T) and vb(T) and D is performed until finding the black body
point where D is minimum. Due to the simplicity of the calculation, no sophisticated
algorithm has been included in the programs in order to found the minimum of this
function. The black body used for finding the minimum D is changed by increasing T in
valúes of Io C from a certain initial valué (7M0000 C). When, at a certain valué of T+l, D

— 6 —
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reach a valué higher than that reached at T, then the valué T is the CCT of the light
problem and the calculation is stopped. The initial valué T̂ IOOO" has been chosen for
convenience but can be easily adapted to other temperatures by using colour coordiantes
and temperatures given by the 'CCTBLACK1 program.

'CCTLIGHT' and 'CCTTRANS' programs require additional files with the spectral
distribution of the light source and/or the spectral transmittance data of the
intermediate médium (a PV solar panel in our case) . These two files must be supplied
for the user of the program.

All the files used must contain data in the range of 380 nm to 830 nm in steps of 5
nm. In practice, the integral of equations (2) and (3) is substituted for a sum on A, at
steps of 5 nm. However, the programs can be easily changed in case of having other steps
or limits. Notice that spectral distribution of the light source does not require absolute
valúes due to the normalisation carried out to calcúlate the colour co-ordinates. The
output of the 'CCTLIGHT' program is the correlated colour temperature searched, the
reference black body CIÉ 1960 and CIÉ 1931 co-ordinates and the CIÉ 1960 and 1931 co-
ordinates of the light source.

The 'CCTTRANS' program multiplies the spectral characteristic of the light and the
transmittance of the médium (the PV solar module). The result of this calculation is the
spectral characteristic of the light after passing the PV solar panel, 'CCTTRANS' also gives
then the CIE1931 and CIE1960 co-ordinates of the light after passing the through the
médium. Refer to the explanation on each program in the Annexes.

The CCT of the light without passing the médium (the PV solar module), can be also
calculated with 'CCTTRANS' by using a data file with a transmittance on 1 for each of the
95 valúes between 360 nm and 830 nm. This will give the same results as the 'CCTLIGHT'

program. The valué encountered can be used for comparing with the valué of CCT after
the light go through to PV solar panel.
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4. Application example: Calculating CCT changes due to the

transmission through a semitransparent médium.

The preceding methodology and concepts are extensively used to characterise
different light sources in colorimetry. Here, we have applied the CCT theory to
characterise the transmission properties of a semitransparent device (as a glass pane or,
in our application, a semitransparent photovoltaic module). CCT or colour co-ordinate
valúes are not standard figures of merit for this purpose. However, our interest was
focused on knowing the possible inñuence of transmitance properties on the daylighting
and the visual comfort when these devices were used as Windows or other building cover
or facade elements.

4.1. Description ofthe problem

Photovoltaic (PV) solar modules have been used from the seventies in many space and
terrestrial applications for the generation of electricity from the sunlight. In recent
years, these devices have started to be used and integrated in buildings (for domestic,
industrial or commercial uses) by substituting other glazing elements.

front view

D

cross view

glass panes

solar
-cells"

encapsulant

Figure 5. Simplifiedstrncture ofa glass-glass PV
module as used in photovoltaic building integration

applications.

S(X)

Daylight
outside the
buildina

PV module

S '(k)

Daylight into
the inner
rooms

Shadow
zone

Figure 6. Schematic description of the problem. The
daylight on the exterior ofthe building is spectrally

modified when passing through the PV module.

The structure of a typical PV module for building integration is depicted in Figure 5.
It consists basically on a sandwich glass-glass structure where the solar cells are
embedded and fixed by means of a thermoplastic transparent resin (called encapsulant).
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The solar cells are internally connected with some metallic strips ending in a rear box.
Front and rear module covers are transparent glass and, although solar cells are opaque,
sunlight can pass through module structure between inter-cell spaces and between cells
and the external fixing frame or structure (see Figure 6). Module glass covers have
usually high transmittance valúes (low absorptance and reflectance) and must
accomplish with two basic requirements:

— to serve as support for the cell strings, giving the necessary strengthens to the PV
module and preserving the solar cell from environmental and climatic damages for
a long life of the unit;

— to allow the sunhght to be received in the higher amounts possible for an adequate
energy conversión. This implies the use or glasses with low contents on Iron
particles as front covers in order to minimise the light absorption and optimise its
transmission to the cells.

The question arisen is that glasses used in PV modules are designed for an adequate
energy production but it is not clear whether they are suitable for using as a building
component or not, mainly when the PV module is being directly affecting the visual
comfort (as a window, glazing atria or glazing facade component).

Then, in our application sunlight will carne from the sky and, by passing through the
semitransparent PV solar module, its spectral characteristics will change. The degree of
the shift of the spectral characteristics of the light will depend on the transmittance
properties of the PV solar module. For evaluating the shift that light suffers by passing
through the PV solar module, we could analyse several aspects, such as a direct
comparison of the spectrum of the lights, the calculation of the colour rendering
properties or any other characteristics before and after the light going through the PV
solar panel. But a quite interesting way to perform an evaluation of the shift suffered for
the light that pass through a PV solar panel, is the evaluation on the CCT before and
after the light pass through the PV solar panel. It must be noticed that only spectral
effects are important with reference to the CCT calculation and not the possible change
in the absolute valúes of the spectral irradiance. This is due to the normalization
required for calculating the colour coordmates. This way, the possible effect of a
(spectrally constant) absorption or reflection on the PV module structure, or the net
balance between the initial to the transmitted irradiance due to the partial shadowing, is
negligible.

The samples here analysed have been used in a research project trying to optimise PV
module structure for building applications. In our study, transmittance valúes have been
determined as an important property of the glasses for the project purposes. Table I and
Table II summarise the main characteristics of the single samples and the compound

9
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samples analysed. Single samples include some of currently used as both front and rear
cover glasses in PV modules. The different sizes of the samples are due to its availability
and the existence of different suppliers. Triple structure compound samples were made
by combining some of the front and rear glasses on Table I with two different
encapsulant materials: EVA (etylen-vinil-acétate) and MMA (methyl-methacrylic) resin.
All the compound samples analysed were based in a double glass structure, except GT01,
which uses a transparent TEDLAR layer as rear cover. These triple samples are very
interesting because they have the same optical properties than an entire module but can
be easier tested. Average transmittance valúes on special spectral ranges of the single
samples are listed in Table III for reference. Transmittance of some samples has been
also plotted in Figure 7.

Ñame

GS01

GS02

GS03

GS04

GS05

GS06

GS07

GS08

GS09

GS10

GS11

GS12

GS13

Manufacturer

PPG

PPG

AFG

AFG

Unknown

Flagsol?

Flagsol?

Flagsol

AFG

PPG

LOF

Unknown

Unknown

Model

High-T

Solarphire

Krystal Klear

Solatex II

—

Optiwhite

Optiwhite

Optifloat

Solatex II

Solarphire

TEC8

Float

ESG

Thickness
(mm)

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

0.2

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.2

3.2

3.2

4.0

4.0

Size (cm2)

21.0 x 27.0

10.0 x 10.0

2.54 x 2.54

2.54x2.54

10.0 x 10.0

5.0x5.0

5.0x5.0

12.5 x 12.5

12.5 x 12.5

5.0 x5.0

15.0x30.0

15.0x30.0

15.0x30.0

Characteristics

LI

CD LI CT

LI

CDLITT

Transparent Tediar

LICT

LIUT

FGCT

CDLITT

CD LI CT

SnO2/TCO glass

FG

HG

Table I. Single panes under test.

Codes used in Table I: LI = Low ¡ron glass; TT = Thermally tempered glass; CT - Chemically tempered glass;
UT = untempered glass; CD = Cerium-doped glass; HG = Tempered glass; FG = float glass; TCO =

transparent conductor oxide;

Ñame

GT01

GT02

GT03

GT04

GT05

GT06

GT07

Structure
GS01/EVA/GS05

GS06/MMA 3mm/GS08

GS06/MMA 2mm/GS08

GS07/MMA 3mm/GS07

GS07/MMA 2mm/GS07

GS09/EVA/GS08

GS09/EVA/GS06

Size (cmz)

20.0 x 20.0

5.0x5.0

5.0x5.0

5.0x5.0

5.0 x5.0

5.0 x5.0

5.0x5.0
Table ¡I. Triple structure coupons under test. EVA standsfor etyien-vynil-acetate and MMA is a

methvlmethacrvlic resin.
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Ñame

GS01

GS02

GSO3

GS04

GS05

GS06

GS07

GS08

GS09

GS10

GS11

GS12

GS13

300-350

0.701

0.066

0.187

0.200

0.000

0.648

0.671

0.260

0.136

0.064

0.184

0.321

0.318

350-400

0.911

0.801

0.886

0.852

0.307

0.904

0.905

0.842

0.780

0.823

0.552

0.857

0.860

400-1100

0.909

0.911

0.917

0.873

0.789

0.899

0.899

0.821

0.839

0.911

0.712

0.845

0.843

1100-2500

0.900

0.897

0.917

0.871

0.835

0.889

0.888

0.813

0.856

0.908

0.202

0.837

0.828

Toble III. Averctge transmittance valúes in some spectral ranges (in nm).

1.0
eso

350 450 550 650

Wavelength (nm)
750 850

Figure 7.Spectral transmittance ofseveral samples

Transmittance valúes have been measured in CIEMAT by means of a Perkin-Elmer
spectrophotometer, able to characterise these optical properties for wavelengths between
250 to 2500 nm by means of two different light sources and two detectors, specialised in
different wavelength ranges (see Figure 8).
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mirrory reference channel

test channel

{]•
beamsplitter

mirror

detector

transmittance port /~~</ reflectance port
light source

integrating sphere

Figure 8. Schematic arrangement ofthe spectrophotometerfor measurement ofglass opticalproperties.

4.2. Obtained results

The CCT theory has been applied to the samples Usted above, by means of the
calculation programs developed for this purpose. The reference spectrum used was the
AM1.5G spectrum, a standard in photovoltaic calibration field for characterising the
solar irradiance on the earth surface. Both blackbody and sample colour coordinates
have been calculated together with the CCT of the light transmitted by the PV module.
Results are presented in Table IV. .

First column shows the reference identifying the samples analysed. Second and third
columns represent the blackbody colour co-ordinates of the blackbody that is
colorimetrically (in the 1960 scheme) nearest to our light problem. The fourth and fifth
columns show the colour co-ordinates of the light problem and the sixth column is the
temperature of the reference blackbody. That valué coincides with the CCT of the light
problem.

First line on Table IV includes the data for the reference source AM1.5G, without
passing through any surface. It can be observed that their chromaticity co-ordinates are
very closed to their corresponding blackbody radiation, but they are not the same. This
shows numerically that the Sun light is very similar to that of a blackbody.

Data of Table IV are shown graphically in Figure 9, together with the whole spectral
locus and some temperatures of the blackbody. Figure 10 is an amplified versión of
Figure 9, where only the proximity of AM1.5G, that include the samples analysed, is
presented.

It can be seen that all the colours resulting from passing AM1.5G through the
samples remain very near of the spectral locus. With reference to the original light and
except for three glasses most resulting light do not spatially shift too much from
AM1.5G. Numerically, this can be described for the differences of the CCT of AM1.5G
and the CCT of the lights resulting from passing AM1.5G through the glasses. This
difference reach up to 10 % for the colours that change more with reference to the

12
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original AM1.5G and less than 0.8 % in the rest of the cases. The samples showing
higher differences were based in the use of transparent tediar (GS05, GT01), due to the
spectral transmittance figures of these samples. As shown in Figure 7, these samples
have lower transmittance in the ultraviolet and blue regions of the spectrum than in the
red zone. However, this behaviour can be useful for designing purposes, for example
when the architect wants to change the characteristics of the incoming sunlight to have
a cooler or hotter lightning in the building rooms. This could be obtained by using rear
covers in the PV module with different spectrally selective materials.

As conclusión, it can be stated that there is no appreciable effect on the visual comfort
due to the use of such PV elements as building glazing elements, mainly because the
spectral transmittance of the samples analysed is not very spectrally selective.

Sample
Reference

AM15G

GS01

GS02

GS03

GS04

GS05

GS06

GS07

GS08

GS09

GS10

GS1I

GS12

GS13

GTOI

GT02

GT03

GT04

GT05

GT06

GT07

Black Body Coordinates

a

0,206

0,207

0,207

0,206

0,206

0,209

0,206

0.206

0,206

0,207

0,207

0.210

0.206

0.206

0,212

0,206

0,206

0,207

0,207

0,206

0.206

V

0,318

0,318

0,318

0,318

0,318

0,321

0,318

0.318

0,317

0,318

0,318

0.321

0.318

0.317

0,323

0,318

0,318

0,318

0,318

0,317

0,318

Sample Coordinates

u

0,205

0,205

0,205

0,205

0,205

0,208

0,205

0.205

0,204

0,205

0,205

0.207

0.204

0.204

0,209

0,203

0,203

0,205

0,205

0,204

0,205

V

0,319

0,320

0,319

0,319

0,319

0,323

0,319

0.319

0,319

0,320

0,319

0.324

0.319

0.319

0,325

0,320

0,320

0,320

0,320

0,320

0,319

CCT

5559

5513

5549

5552

5577

5200

5563

5565

5617

5513

5541

5194

5596

5600

4986

5570

5586

5514

5526

5610

5569

Table IV. Colour co-ordinates and CCT of light of spectrum AM15G after passing
Blackbody co-ordinates ofeach reference blackbody. Thefirst Une represents the

through any sur face.

through different surfaces and
AM15G data without passing
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0.40

0.35 \-

0.30 r

0.25

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

u

0.35 0.4

Figure 9. Complete Placktian locus in CIE1960 colour co-ordinates. Thepoints
are the colours generated after light AM1.5Gpasses through the glasses and

their corresponding blackbody co-ordinates.

0.326

0.324 1

0.322 4

0.320 4

0.3Í8 -

0.3Í6

Black body •
at5559K \

0.202 0.204 0.206 0.208 0.210 0.212

Figure 10. Placktian locus in 1960 colour co-ordinates. The black rhombus is the
AM1.5G andthe big circle is the blackbody corresponding to it. Little circles are the

lights after passing through the different samples andthe rhombus are their
corresponding blackbodies
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5. Conclusions

The methodology of calculating the colour co-ordinates and the corresponding
correlated colour temperature of any source of light has been presented briefly. Three
sample programs allowing the required calculations has been also described and listed.
These will permit to engineers and researchers calculating and obtaining adequate
solutions for their own illuminance systems.

As an application example, the change of CCT valúes and colour co-ordinates of a
reference spectrum when passing through solar PV modules designed for building
integration applications has been analysed. Results show that the samples under test do
not modify substantially the initial parameters of the sunlight, because their spectral
transmittance properties are not very selective. Therefore, there is no appreciable effect
on the visual comfort due to the use of such elements as building glazing elements.
However, by using diferent materials as rear covers in the PV module, the incoming
sunlight could be spectrally modified to get a desired CCT valué for design purposes.

This work has been partially supported by the "PV-MOBI" project, EC-DGXII Joule
III program (C.N. JOR3-CT97-0182). The authors would like to thank to the industrial
partners in the project for providing the glass samples for test purposes.
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8. Annex: Sample Programs

This annex includes some sample programs used to calcúlate colour co-ordiantes in
both CIÉ 1931 and CIÉ 1960 systems as well as CCT of any source of light. The
CCTLIGHT . BAS program calculates these valúes from the relative spectral distribution of
the light source. CCTTRANS.BAS includes the possibility of taking into account an
intermediate médium modifying the initial spectral distribution. Finally, CCTBLACK . BAS
allows calculating the colour coordinates of a blackbody as function of its temperature.
All the programs can be easily understood and modified by any user.

8.1. Calculation of CCT for a light source

This sample program allows to calcúlate the colour coordinates and the CCT valué of
any light source. Required input data are the spectral distribution of the light source and
the CIE1931 colour-matching functions.

'CCTLIGHT.BAS
'Program for the calculation of the Correlated Colour Temperatura CCT
'of any source of light.
'Input data files must have spectral data in the range 360-830 nm in
'5 nm steps (95 valúes).

PIHC2 = 3.741832E-16
HCK = .01438786*

DIM lo(95)
FOR i = 1 TO 95

lo(i) = (355 í + 5! * i) * 1E-09
NEXT
CLS
PRINT " "
PRINT "CCTLIGHT.BAS"
PRINT "Calculates the CCT of any source of light"
PRINT " "
PRINT
PRINT "Input files must have data in the range"
PRINT "from 360 to 830 nm in 5 nm steps. "
PRINT

'Retrieving data for the light source
PRINT "Input spectral data file of the light source"
INPUT "Ñame: ", light$
PRINT
DIM s(95)
OPEN light$ FOR INPÜT AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO 95
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INPUT #1, s(i)
NEXT
CLOSE #1

'Retrieving data for the light source
PRINT "Input 2 degrees CIE-1931 colour-matching functions data file"
INPUT "Ñame: ", xyz2$
PRINT
DIM x2(95)
DIM y2(95)
DIM z2{95)
OPEN xyz2$ FOR INPUT AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO 95
INPUT #1, x2(i), y2(i), z2(i)
NEXT
CLOSE #1

'Calculating the CIÉ 1960 u,v coordinates for the light source
'Notice that valúes at 2 degrees CIÉ 1931 are used

'Calculates X coordinate
x = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: x = x + x2(i)
'Calculates Y coordinate
y = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: y = y + y2(i)
'Calculates Z coordinate
z = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: z = z + z2(i)

0!) THEN

NEXT

s(i): NEXT

s(i): NEXT
IF ((x + y + z)

PRINT
PRINT "Error: x,y,
PRINT
END

END IF
'Normalization to xx2, yy2,
xx2 = x / (x + y + z )
yy2 = y / (x + y + z )
zz2 = z / (x + y + z )
'Converts to u2 and v2 of CIE1960.
u2 = (4 * xx2) / (-2 * xx2 + 12 * yy2 + 3)
v2 =

z coordinates are nuil"

zz2

(4
(6 * yy2) / (-2 * xx2 + 12 * yy2 + 3)

PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT " Colour coordinates for the light source:"
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1960]. u=#. ###«#"; u2; :
PRINT USING " v=#.####«"; v2
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1931! X—ff . ir ir ir tr tr tr ; X X Z ,

PRINT USING
PRINT "

y~ 4 44 41 44 41 44 I
r # ir ir ir #

'Main calculation
'Defining starting valúes for blackbody at T=1000 K
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ubb2 = .4481385
vbb2 = .354614
Tobb = 1000!
T = Tobb
PRINT "Calculating CCT..."

DO
T = T + 1!
'Calculates X coordinate
Xbb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Xbb = Xbb + x2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP (HCK/ (lo (i) *T) ) - D )
NEXT
'Calculates Y coordinate
Ybb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Ybb = Ybb + y2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT
'Calculates Z coordinate
Zbb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Zbb = Zbb + z2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT

IF ((Xbb + Ybb + Zbb) =0!) THEN
PRINT
PRINT "Error: x,y,z coordinates are nuil"
PRINT
END

END IF

'normalization to xbb, ybb, zbb
xlbb = Xbb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)
ylbb = Ybb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)
zlbb = Zbb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)

'Converts to ubb and vbb of CIE1960.
ulbb = (4 * xlbb) / (-2 * xlbb + 12 * ylbb + 3)
vlbb = (6 * ylbb) / (-2 * xlbb + 12 * ylbb + 3)

'disl and dis2 are used to check if the solution is reached
disl = SQR((u2 - ubb2) A 2 + (v2 - vbb2) A 2)
dis2 = SQR((u2 - ulbb) A 2 + (v2 - vlbb) A 2)

ubb2 = ulbb
vbb2 = vlbb
wbb2 = wlbb
x2bb = xlbb
y2bb = ylbb

LOOP UNTIL ((dis2 > disl) OR (T >= 100000))

IF (T >= 100000) THEN
PRINT "Error: solution not found."
PRINT "(T>100000K)"

ELSE
PRINT " "
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PRINT " Correlated Colour Temperature CCT="; T
PRINT "
PRINT " Reference black body coordinates:"
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1960]. u=#.###«#"; ubb2; :
PRINT USING " v=#.######"; vbb2
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1931]. x=#.###«#"; xlbb; :
PRINT USING " y=#.######"; ylbb
DDTMT "

END IF

PRINT "Done!"
PRINT
END

This is a sample of the program output:

Colour coordinates for the light source:
[CIÉ 1960]. u=0.205084 v=0.319008
[CIÉ 1931]. x=0.331117 y=0.343369

Calculating CCT...

Correlated Colour Temperature CCT= 5558

Reference black body coordinates:
[CIÉ 1960]. u=0.206420 v=0.317829
[CIÉ 1931]. x=0.331118 y=0.339886

Done!
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8.2. Calculation of CCT from the transmitance of a body.

This sample program includes an improvement with respect to the previous one. An
intermedíate médium, which modifies the initial spectral distribution of the original
source, can be included. The program asks for the spectral transmittance valúes of this
médium. If unit valúes are used for the transmittance data, the obtained results are the
same as in the 'CCTLIGHT . BAS' program.

1CCTTRANS.BAS
'Program for the calculation of the Correlated Colour Temperature CCT
'of a source of light passing through a semitransparent médium.

'Input data files must have spectral data in the range 360-830 nra in
'5 nm steps (95 valúes).

PIHC2 = 3.741832E-16
HCK = .01438786*

DIM lo(95)
FOR i = 1 TO 95

lo(i) = (355! + 5! * i) * 1E-09
NEXT

CLS
PRINT " "
PRINT "CCTTRANS.BAS"
PRINT "Calculates the CCT of a source of light"
PRINT "passing through a semitransparent médium."
PRINT " "
PRINT
PRINT "Input files must have data in the range"
PRINT "from 360 to 830 nm in 5 nm steps. "
PRINT

'Retrieving data for the light source
PRINT "Input spectral data file of the original light source"
INPUT "Ñame: ", light$
PRINT
DIM s(95)
OPEN light? FOR INPÜT AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO 95

INPÜT #1, s(i)
NEXT
CLOSE #1

'Retrieving data for the semitransparent médium
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PRiNT "Input spectral transmittance data file of the médium"
INPUT "Ñame: ", trans$
PRINT
DIM tr(95)
OPEN trans$ FOR INPUT AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO 95

INPUT #1, tr(i)
NEXT
CLOSE #1

DIM str(95)
FOR i = 1 TO 95
str (i) = s (i) * tr(i)
NEXT

'Retrieving data for the colour matching functions
PRINT "Input 2 degrees CIE-1931 colour-matching functions data file"
INPUT "Ñame: ", xyz2$
PRINT
DIM x2(95)
DIM y2(95)
DIM z2(95)
OPEN xyz2$ FOR INPUT AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO 95
INPUT #1, x2(i), y2(i), z2(i)
NEXT
CLOSE #1

'Calculating the CIÉ 1960 u,v coordinates for the light source
'Notice that valúes at 2 degrees CIÉ 1931 are used

'Calculates X coordínate
x = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: x = x + x2(i) * s(i): NEXT
'Calculates Y coordínate
y = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: y = y + y2(i) * s(i): NEXT
'Calculates Z coordínate
z = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: z = z + z2(i) * s(i): NEXT

IF I

END

: (x +
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END
IF

y + z)

"Error:

'Normalization
xx2
yy2
zz2

= x /

= y /
= z /

'Converts
u2 =
v2 =

= (4 *
= (6 *

(x
(x
(x
to
xx¿

yyí

+
+
-r

u2
D
>)

to
y
y
y

0!)

x,y,

xx2,
+ z)
+ z)
+ z)

and v2
/
/

(-2 *
(-2 *

THEN

z coordinates are

yy2/ zz2

of CIE1960.
xx2
xx2

+ 12 * yy2 +
+ 12 * yy2 +

nuil'

3)
3)
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PRINT

PRINT " Colour coordinates for the original source:"
PRINT ÜSING " [CIÉ 1960]. u=#.######"; u2; :
PRINT USING " v=#.«####"; v2
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1931]. x=#.#«###"; xx2; :
PRINT USING " y=#.######"; yy2
PRINT "

'Calculating the CIÉ 1960 u,v coordinates for the transinitted light
'Notice that valúes at 2 degrees CIÉ 1931 are used

'Calculates X coordínate
x = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: x = x + x2(i) * str(i): NEXT
'Calculates Y coordínate
y = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: y = y + y2(i) * str(i): NEXT
'Calculates Z coordínate
z = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95: z = z + z 2 ( i ) * str(i): NEXT

IF ((x + y + z) = 0!) THEN
PRINT
PRINT "Error: x,y, z coordinates are nuil"
PRINT
END

END IF
'Normalization to xx2, yy2, zz2
xx2 = x / (x + y + z )
yy2 = y / ( x + y + z )
zz2 = z / (x + y + z )
'Converts to u2 and v2 of CIE1960.
u2 = (4 * xx2) / (-2 * xx2 + 12 * yy2 + 3)
v2 = (6 * yy2) / (-2 * xx2 + 12 * yy2 + 3)

PRINT " Colour coordinates for the transmitted light:"
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1960]. u=#.######"; u2; :
PRINT USING " v=#.######"; v2
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1931]. x=#.###«#"; xx2; :
PRINT USING " y=#. « « # # " ; yy2
PRINT " "

'Main calculation
'Defining starting valúes for blackbody at T=1000 K
ubb2 = .4481385
vbb2 = .354614
Tobb = 1000!
T = Tobb

PRINT "Calculating CCT..."

DO
T = T + 1!
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'Calculates X coordínate
Xbb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Xbb = Xbb + x2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT
'Calculates Y coordínate
Ybb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Ybb = Ybb + y2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT
'Calculates Z coordínate
Zbb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Zbb = Zbb + z2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT

IF ((Xbb + Ybb + Zbb) =0!) THEN
PRINT
PRINT "Error: x,y,z coordinates are nuil"
PRINT
END

END IF

1normalization to xbb, ybb, zbb
xlbb = Xbb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)
ylbb = Ybb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)
zlbb = Zbb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)

'Converts to ubb and vbb of CIE1960.
ulbb = (4 * xlbb) / (-2 * xlbb + 12 * ylbb + 3)
vlbb = (6 * ylbb) / (-2 * xlbb + 12 * ylbb + 3)

'disl and dis2 are used to check if the solution is reached
disl = SQR((u2 - ubb2) A 2 + (v2 - vbb2) A 2)
dis2 = SQR((u2 - ulbb) A 2 + (v2 - vlbb) A 2)

ubb2 = ulbb
vbb2 = vlbb
wbb2 = wlbb
x2bb = xlbb
y2bb = ylbb

LOOP UNTIL ((dis2 > disl) OR (T >= 100000))

IF (T >= 100000) THEN
PRINT "There is some problem in the calculation of the CCT"
PRINT " (TM00000K) "

ELSE
PRINT " "
PRINT " CCT for the transmitted light CCT="; T
PRINT " "
PRINT " Reference black body coordinates:"
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1960]. u=#. ####«"; ubb2; :
PRINT USING " v=#.######"; vbb2
PRINT USING " [CIÉ 1931]. x=#.######"; xlbb; :
PRINT USING " y=#.######"; ylbb-
PRINT " "
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END IF

PRINT "Done!"
PRINT
END

This is an example of the program output:

Colour coordinates for the original source:
[CIÉ 1960]. u=0.205084 v=0.319008
[CIÉ 1931]. x=0.331117 y=0.343369

Colour coordinates for the transmitted light:
[CIÉ 1960]. u=0.207753 v=0.322812
[CIÉ 1931]. x=0.340020 y=0.352221

Calculating CCT...

CCT for the transmitted light CCT= 5200

Reference black body coordinates:
[CIÉ 1960]. u=0.209467 v=0.321138
[CIÉ 1931]. x=0.339707 y=0.347208

Done !
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8.3. Calculation ofblack body colour coordinates at different temperature

The program 'CCTBLACK.BAS' calculates the colour coordinates in both CIÉ 1931 (x,y,z)
and CIÉ 1960 (u,v) systems of a blackbody as function of its temperature. It only
requires as input the file having the CIÉ 1931 colour-matching functions and the ñame of
an output file where the calculated valúes are obtained. Colour coordinates are
calculated from 100000K to 1200 K in an inverse geometric progression (about 80
points).

'CCTBLACK.BAS
'Program for the calculation of the Color Coordinates of a blackbody
'at different temperatures in the CIE1960 system.
'Input data files must have spectral data in the range 360-830 nm in
'5 nm steps (95 valúes).

PIHC2 = 3.741832E-16
HCK = .01438786*
DIM lo(95)
FOR i = 1 TO 95

lo(i) = (355! + 5! * i) * 1E-09
NEXT
CLS
PRINT " "
PRINT "CCTBLACK.BAS"
PRINT "Calculates the colour coordinates of a"
PRINT "blackbody at different temperatures."
PRINT " "
PRINT
PRINT "Input files must have data in the range"
PRINT "from 360 to 830 nm in 5 nm steps. "
PRINT
i __ w —

'Retrieving data for the colour-matchingg functions
PRINT "Input 2 degrees CIE-1931 colour-matching functions data file"
INPUT "Ñame: ", xyz2$
PRINT
DIM x2(95)
DIM y2(95)
DIM z2(95)
OPEN xyz2$ FOR INPUT AS #1
FOR i = 1 TO 95
INPUT #1, x2(i), y2(i), z2(i)
NEXT
CLOSE #1
i

'Calculates the blackbody colour coordiantes
'Requires a filename for output.
PRINT "Input output data file"
INPUT "Ñame: ", outf$
PRINT
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OPEN outf? FOR OUTPÜT AS #1
PRINT #1, "CCT u2 v2 x2 y2 z2"
PRINT "Calculating..."

FOR mired = 10 TO 800 STEP 10
T = 1000000! / mired

'Calculates X coordínate
Xbb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Xbb = Xbb + x2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * {EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT
'Calculates Y coordínate
Ybb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Ybb = Ybb + y2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT
'Calculates Z coordínate
Zbb = 0
FOR i = 1 TO 95

Zbb = Zbb + z2(i) * PIHC2 / ((lo(i)A5) * (EXP(HCK/(lo(i)*T)) - 1))
NEXT

IF ((Xbb + Ybb + Zbb) =0!) THEN
PRINT
PRINT "Error: x,y,z coordinates are nuil"
PRINT
END

END IF

'normalization to xbb, ybb, zbb
xlbb = Xbb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)
ylbb = Ybb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)
zlbb = Zbb / (Xbb + Ybb + Zbb)

'Converts to ubb and vbb of CIE1960.
ulbb = (4 * xlbb) / (-2 * xlbb + 12 * ylbb + 3)
vlbb = (6 * ylbb) / (-2 * xlbb + 12 * ylbb + 3)

'disl and dis2 are used to check if the solution is reached
disl = SQR((u2 - ubb2) A 2 + (v2 - vbb2) A 2)
dis2 = SQR((u2 - ulbb) A 2 + (v2 - vlbb) A 2)

PRINT USING "CCT:##.###AAAA"; T;
PRINT USING " u2: #.«###"; ulbb;
PRINT USING " v2: #.#####"; vlbb;
PRINT USING " x2: #.##«#"; xlbb;
PRINT USING " y2: #.#####"; ylbb;
PRINT USING " z2: #.#«##"; zlbb
PRINT #1, USING "«.#####AAAA "; T; ulbb; vlbb; xlbb; ylbb; zlbb

NEXT
CLOSE #1
PRINT
PRINT "Done!"
PRINT
END
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